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Companies on course for now despite Omicron threat

Momentum strategies show persistent outperformance. We run our Alpha momentum screen
across three indices: FTSE All-Share, All Small and Aim

● Markets clearly have a lot to try and price in on fears of even more restrictive
measures to delay the inevitable spread of the Omicron coronavirus.  In such an
environment there is always a danger that earnings forecasts are revised
suddenly, so our earnings forecast and upgrade momentum screen results could
be rapidly undermined and changed. Share prices may reflect the market’s
concerns fastest, so the one month momentum test is worth paying particular
attention to and most importantly, all screen ideas need to be further scrutinised
before buying shares on the strength of them.

● Top of the pile on our FTSE All Share screen is luxury retail business Watches of
Switzerland Group (WOSG), the company passes all eight tests. It has enjoyed
impressive momentum since Robin Hardy took a deep dive into the company in his
Alpha report in June, although when Investors’ Chronicle last updated on the
company earlier this month, the expanding valuation multiple was becoming more
of a concern.

● Second on the FTSE All Share list is Auto Trader Group (AUTO).  The shares have
done well on the basis of re-opening tailwinds, so this may be one to approach with
caution. Certainly, when we last took a deeper look at the company in our Alpha
analysis, longer term structural demand trends and potential for increased
competition were still viewed with concern.

● On Aim, online security specialist Kape Technologies (KAPE) is top of the screen.
This is  an example of a company that had a bit of negative history in a previous
incarnation (Crossrider) but when we wrote about it last month, the conclusion
was it has decent prospects and didn’t warrant a discount valuation to other
cybersecurity businesses. The market appears to be catching onto that view, with
3-month share price momentum of almost 14 per cent.
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Great expectations
The Alpha momentum screens apply the idea of momentum not only to share

price performance, but also to expected profit growth. The screen looks for

strong forecast earnings per share (EPS) growth, but more importantly it looks

for an improving trend in broker expectations. Indeed, EPS forecast upgrades

can be considered the screen’s primary focus.

Source: Refinitiv, Investors Chronicle

The Alpha momentum screen is conducted separately on constituents of the

FTSE All-Share, FTSE All Small and FTSE Aim All-Share indices, with the results

from each screen reported in separate tables. The screen looks for stocks

displaying three characteristics, each of which are tested using a few different

criteria.

● Earnings upgrade momentum: EPS upgrades over the past 12 months of at least

10 per cent for both the current financial year and next financial year.

● Earnings momentum: Forecast EPS growth of at least 10 per cent in the current

financial year and next financial year.

● Price momentum: Studies have found that the longer price momentum has

persisted the more likely it is to be ‘stale’ and set to reverse. The Alpha momentum

screen tests for strong share price performance over four different periods, which

helps check price momentum remains fresh.

Stock screen and methodology by Algy Hall
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